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1. Ablation

In this section, we evaluate several design choices and measure their effect on the performance of the Shape Transformer. Since training the Shape Transformer exhaustively on a complete dataset, under all possible configurations was a challenge computationally, we used a reasonably sized toy dataset consisting of 10 subjects from the SDFM dataset [CBGB20] in 24 different expressions, resulting in a total of 240 shapes for our ablation study. We primarily analyzed two aspects of performance (i) the convergence of the network and (ii) the reconstruction quality to make a design choice.

1.1. Choice of Architecture

In this experiment, we evaluate the effect of 4 incremental changes to a naive transformer decoder in a Shape Transformer setting. We begin with (i) a naive XCiT transformer decoder with a single linear layer to predict the output offsets, and include our style modulation in variant (ii). Variant (iii) adds a transformer encoder to variant (iii). Finally, variant (iv) is the full Shape Transformer model that replaces the single layer offset predictor in the previous variants with a 4 layer MLP with residual connection. This effect of these incremental changes on the performance of the Shape Transformer is shown in Fig. 1.

1.2. Choice of Attention Mechanism.

Another design choice in the Shape Transformer is the attention mechanism. As we discuss in Section 3.2 of the main paper, Self attention [VSP\textsuperscript{*}17] suffers from quadratic complexities and cannot be used for very long sequences, and thus motivated our use of the cross covariance attention introduced in [ENTC\textsuperscript{*}21]. In Fig. 2, we show the effect of choice of attention on the Shape Transformer. We find that Standard attention achieves better results, but is impractical for our purposes due to its limiting sequence lengths. We note that the Shape Transformer will benefit from any improvements made to the self attention mechanism in transformers as it remains a heavily researched topic.

1.3. Additive vs. Concatenated Position Encoding.

We also evaluate the choice of additive vs. concatenated position encoding. As seen in Fig. 3, concatenating the latent positions and the latent offsets works best in our use case.


We now measure the effect of different activation functions used by the transformer blocks in our architecture, on the convergence and reconstruction quality. We compare three different activation functions, GeLU, ReLU and Sine. Fig. 4 illustrates the reconstruction...
Figure 2: An ablation study on the attention mechanism used in the transformer decoder.

Figure 3: An ablation study on the position encoding scheme used to train the Shape Transformer indicated concatenated position encoding works best for this setting.

Figure 4: Shape Transformers are built with GeLU activation functions because they provide the highest reconstruction quality and fast convergence rate.
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